What is Included on the Color CD?
Here are just some of the pages for activities that have been colored in each Level 1 unit:













Sequencing/Storytelling Cards
Craft Stick Puppets
“Which One is Different?” Activities
“Read to Me” Certificates
Shape Identification Cards

Patterning Activities
Number Recognition Activities
Puzzles
Cutting Grids
Lacing Cards
Mother Goose Sequencing Cards

Here are just some of the pages for activities that have been colored in each Level 2 unit:
 Science Journal pages
 Cooking Sequencing Cards
 Animal/Plant Fact Posters
 Creative Writing Prompt Pages
 Community Helper Identification
 Field Trip Check Lists
The graphics on the CD are presented in both PDF and WORD format in color or black and white. The CD also
includes completed lesson plan grids and parent letters. Providing parent letters in the WORD format will allow the
teacher to edit the letters or any of the goals and objectives to meet the individual needs of each student. The
lesson plan grids are interactive on the CD and allow the teacher to modify the plan to meet the need of individual
classrooms.






Alphabet Wall Cards
Upper/Lower Case Alphabet Matching Cards
Sight Words With Objects From the Story
Rhyming Bingo Cards
Math Graphing Games

For graphic manipulation choose the WORD format; then simply right-click on the object you want to select. After
right clicking, you may copy and paste or delete that graphic. You may use a text box or “Word Art” to insert
words or numbers.

Add object words

Add color words

Add number words
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Read It Once Again color CDs are cost effective. You print only the graphics you want and as
many as you need.

The graphics on the color CD included with this unit can be imported into assistive technology tools such as
Boardmaker® and other communication devices. Read It Once Again offers an optional Interactive White Board
CD which includes interactive activities from this unit to be used with Smart Boards®, Promethean Boards®,
Mimeo Boards® or any interactive white board technology. For more information about our IWB CDs, click here.

